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SPERO QUARTET 

Brigid Leman, violin 

Siun Milne, violin 

David Kenny, viola 

Yseult Cooper Stockdale, cello 

 

The Spero Quartet is a new quartet founded in 2020, bringing together three of Cork’s finest musicians 

with Canadian violinist Brigid Leman.  

 

Brigid Leman was born in Ottawa, Canada. She studied in San Francisco, Zurich and Weimar and from 

2012 to 2019 worked with the Hamburg State Opera under Simone Young and Kent Nagano. In 2020 she 

moved to Ireland where she has played in Galway‘s Luminosa String Orchestra and the RTÉ Concert 

Orchestra. She teaches violin in the Junior Department at the Royal Irish Academy of Music in Dublin. 

 

Siún Milne is a keen chamber musician and has performed with a variety of ensembles throughout her 

career including The Vanbrugh Quartet, Callino Quartet, Irish Chamber Orchestra, European Union 

Chamber Orchestra, Arensky Chamber Orchestra and Musici Ireland. She is currently a member of the 

Scottish Chamber Orchestra.  

David Kenny studied with Constantin Zanidache and Simon Aspell at the CIT Cork School of Music and 

played principal viola with the European Union Youth Orchestra and the National Youth Orchestra of 

Ireland. In 2016, David was appointed to the viola section of the RTÉ Concert Orchestra.  An experienced 

chamber musician, David has performed at the West Cork Chamber Music Festival, Music in Drumcliffe 

Festival, Interlaken Classics Festival and has collaborated with the Ficino Ensemble, Musici Ireland and 

the Vanbrugh Quartet.  

 

Yseult Cooper Stockdale studied in Cork, Dublin and Leipzig and enjoys a versatile career between the 

UK and Ireland. She has worked with both RTE orchestras, the Irish Chamber Orchestra, Welsh National 

Opera, Southbank Sinfonia and Bournemouth Symphony Orchestra. As chamber musician she has played 

in groups including the Alberi Piano Trio, Musici Ireland, Crash Ensemble, Ficino Ensemble and London-

based Scordatura Collective. She has a keen interest in exploring new music, and has performed over 50 

premieres with Kirkos Ensemble. 



Caroline Shaw [b.1982] 

Entr’acte [2011] 

Caroline Shaw is a New York-based musician—vocalist, violinist, composer, and producer—who performs 

in solo and collaborative projects. She was the youngest recipient of the Pulitzer Prize for Music in 2013 

for Partita for 8 Voices, written for the Grammy-winning Roomful of Teeth, of which she is a 

member. Recent commissions include new works for Renée Fleming with Inon Barnatan, Dawn Upshaw 

with Sō Percussion and Gil Kalish, Seattle Symphony, Anne Sofie von Otter with Philharmonia Baroque, 

the LA Philharmonic, Juilliard 415, the Orchestra of St. Luke’s with John Lithgow, the Dover Quartet, 

TENET, The Crossing, the Mendelssohn Club of Philadelphia, the Calidore Quartet, Brooklyn Rider, the 

Baltimore Symphony, and Roomful of Teeth with A Far Cry. Caroline’s film scores include Erica Fae’s To 

Keep the Light and Josephine Decker’s Madeline’s Madeline as well as the upcoming short 8th Year of the 

Emergency by Maureen Towey. She has produced for Kanye West (The Life of Pablo; Ye) and Nas (NASIR), 

and has contributed to records by The National, and by Arcade Fire’s Richard Reed Parry. Once she got to 

sing in three part harmony with Sara Bareilles and Ben Folds at the Kennedy Center, and that was pretty 

much the bees’ knees and elbows. Caroline has studied at Rice, Yale, and Princeton, currently teaches at 

NYU, and is a Creative Associate at the Juilliard School. She has held residencies at Dumbarton Oaks, the 

Banff Centre, Music on Main, and the Vail Dance Festival. Caroline loves the color yellow, otters, 

Beethoven opus 74, Mozart opera, Kinhaven, the smell of rosemary, and the sound of a janky mandolin. 

Entr’acte was written in 2011 after hearing the Brentano Quartet play Haydn’s Op. 77 No. 2 — with their 

spare and soulful shift to the D-flat major trio in the minuet. It is structured like a minuet and trio, riffing 

on that classical form but taking it a little further. I love the way some music (like the minuets of Op. 77) 

suddenly takes you to the other side of Alice’s looking glass, in a kind of absurd, subtle, technicolor 

transition. 

 

Garth Knox [b.1956] 

Satellites [2015] 

 

1. Geostationary 

2. Spectral Sunrise 

3. Dimensions 

In space, the seemingly simple idea of standing still becomes a complex notion, demanding great 

precision and enormous effort, and is achievable only by travelling at great speed. In ‘Geostationary’, I 

wanted to capture this paradox in music, with always at least one instrument (usually the viola) in 

perpetual mechanical motion while the violins try to float their static melody, which never succeeds in 

leaving the starting note behind and falls back each time into the vacuum. At regular intervals their 

stationary orbit sweeps our four astronauts through a meteor shower where they are bombarded by 

high-energy micro-particles scattering in every direction. 

‘Spectral Sunrise’ was inspired by hearing an astronaut talking on the radio about seeing sixteen sunrises 

per day when he was in the International Space Station, and the undiminishing wonder he felt each time 



at the searing intensity of the arriving light and the absolute darkness which followed its disappearance. I 

wanted to combine this idea with a form commonly used by baroque composers for a middle movement 

of three, sometimes just a few simple chords over which the players improvise. In this four-minute piece 

we hear three sunrises, each one followed by darkness illuminated only by a solo improvisation by one of 

the players. Before the last sunrise, there is a brief Spacewalk, which explores the comical side of trying 

to walk in a straight line in space. 

‘Dimensions’ deals with the many possible dimensions which surround us, represented by the physical 

movements of the bow through space. In the first dimension, only vertical movement is possible. In the 

second, only horizontal movement along the string is possible. Then only circular motion, then 

alternating between the two sides of the bow (the stick and the hair). The fun really starts when we 

begin to mix the dimensions, slipping from one to another, and the piece builds to a climax of 

spectacular bow techniques including the ‘whip’ and the ‘helicopter’, producing a huge range of other-

worldly sounds.” 

 

Samuel Barber [1910-1981]  

Adagio [1936] 

 

In 1936 Barber composed his String Quartet, Op. 11. In response to a request from conductor 

Toscanini, the 27-year-old submitted a string orchestra arrangement of the Adagio, taken from the 

3-movement quartet. The Adagio for Strings received its premiere in a concert by the newly 

formed NBC Symphony led by Toscanini; its premiere reached a far larger audience than ever 

possible in a usual concert setting. 

 

Adagio for Strings has commemorated tragic occasions ever since its introduction to the classical 

repertoire.  This has included the funerals of Franklin Delano Roosevelt and Prince Rainier of 

Monaco, as well as the ceremony marking the collapse of the World Trade Center in September 

2001. It has appeared in several movies, including Platoon and The Elephant Man.   

Ludwig van Beethoven [1770-1827] 

Quartet in F major Op.18 No.1 [1800]  

1. Allegro con brio 

2. Adagio affettuoso ed appassionato 

3. Scherzo: Allegro molto  

4. Allegro  

 

In late October 1792 Count Ferdinand von Waldstein (1762-1823), a patron of Beethoven in Bonn and 

one of the first to appreciate the young composer’s talents, advised him on the day before he left for 

Vienna to ‘work hard and the spirit of Mozart’s genius will come to you through Haydn’s hands’. These 

words of encouragement were prophetic, partly through Beethoven’s short period under Haydn’s 

tutelage but mainly through his own efforts and self-searching. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tempo#Italian_tempo_markings
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tempo#Italian_tempo_markings
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scherzo


Beethoven’s first six quartets, published in 1801, came when he was already well established as an 

eminent pianist and with his compositions showing his distinct musical personality as well as his 

penchant for innovation. That being so, his Op 18 Quartets owed a great deal to the foundations laid by 

Haydn and Mozart.  

However, before he began writing them in 1798, Beethoven embarked on a rigorous preparation by 

studying with the renowned theorist and composer Georg Albrechtsberger (1736-1809). The lessons in 

counterpoint, fugue and canon were spread over an eighteen-month period. Besides, it is known that 

Beethoven copied out several quartets by Haydn and Mozart in order to analyse them in depth. 

Despite being listed as No 1, the F major Quartet is the second of Beethoven’s Op 18 set to be written. It 

is marginally the longest and maybe the most impressive of the six. 

The composer struggled with the opening theme of the Allegro con brio and kept revising it until he was 

totally satisfied. He had given a copy to his theologian, and talented violinist, friend Karl Amenda in June 

1799 but, two years later, asked him to avoid showing it to anyone saying, ‘I have changed it greatly, for 

only now have I learned how to write string quartets properly’. 

Placing it as No 1 may have come from Beethoven’s affection for the slow movement – one of the great 

pieces of tragic writing found in his early works. According to Amenda, Beethoven wrote it while 

pondering the scene in the burial vault of Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet. This has been more or less 

borne out by a remark found among Beethoven’s sketches, les derniers soupirs (the last sighs), and it 

must also be remembered that the composer added ‘appassionato’ – a term he rarely used - to the 

tempo marking of his Adagio. 

But to return to the opening theme of the Allegro con brio. Obviously pleased with the final version, 

Beethoven allows it to dominate the entire movement. One commentator, critic and musicologist Joseph 

Kerman, described it as being like a ‘coiled spring, ready to shoot off in all directions’. Terse and pithy, 

the relatively short motif returns again and again throughout the movement slipping from one 

instrument to another. It has a chameleon-like character being gentle at one moment, aggressive at the 

next, then sombre and, there again, joyous as the composer sees fit. 

There is a charming second subject but this is not given too much chance to express itself for very long. 

Surprisingly a third idea appears very briefly in the coda but Beethoven quickly merges it into his main 

theme and ends the movement brilliantly. 

The Adagio is deeply passionate. When Beethoven played it to Karl Amenda the latter said, 'It pictured 

for me the parting of two lovers’. ‘Good’, Beethoven replied, ‘I thought of the scene in the burial vault of 

Romeo and Juliet when writing it’. 

The first violin is given the first theme, an arching air that floats over a gently throbbing accompaniment. 

The second violin introduces the descending phrases of the second while the viola is given the short third 

subject with the cello adding its own emotional comments. While these ideas are subdued, Beethoven 

develops them with remarkable energy and tension. 



Following the passionate depths of the Adagio, the Scherzo comes with necessary relief. It moves with 

ease and grace and is also spiced with good humour, particularly in the central Trio section. The Scherzo 

is repeated unaltered. 

Beethoven initially gave his Finale an allegretto marking but then changed his mind in favour of Allegro. 

The result is a dazzling piece in which the viola is given a very demanding role indicating without doubt 

that Beethoven is now writing for fully-fledged professional musicians rather than good amateurs.  

Set in a kind of mix between rondo and sonata forms, the main subject may be considered somewhat 

flashy. The second idea is more relaxed. Both themes are repeated and ingeniously combined with even 

the hint of a fugue brought in for good measure as a centrepiece. Beethoven’s concluding climax is quite 

splendid. String quartets, as they were then understood, would never be the same again. 

Beethoven dedicated his Op 18 Quartets to his patron and admirer Prince Joseph Franz Lobkowitz (1772-

1816). Pleased with the result, he endowed Beethoven with an annual stipend. The Quartets were 

premièred at the Prince’s palace in Vienna by a group of young players led by Ignaz Schuppanzigh (1776-

1830), who would become synonymous with Beethoven's quartets over the ensuing years.  

Because of his corpulent figure, the composer liked to call the violinist Falstaff and wrote a short and 

amusing, if not particularly complimentary, choral piece WoO 100 about him in 1801. Entitled Lob auf 

den Dicken (In Praise of the Fat One), the first line is Schuppanzigh ist ein Lump (Schuppanzigh is a 

rogue).   

Note by Pat O’Kelly 
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